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SECTION A (60 marks)

INSTRUCTIONS:
Answer ALL the questions.

1 Define the following terms:
   (a) dialect chains
   (b) vernacular
   (c) lingua franca
   (d) gender
   (e) status planning

   (5 marks)

2 Based on the following dialogue between Gratiano and Bassanio, state the
speech functions for each italicized utterance:

   "Oh, hello, Gratiano"
   "Would you do me a favour please, Bassanio?"
   "By all means," said Bassanio, looking curiously at Gratiano
   "When are you going to Belmont"
   "Soon. Why?"
   "I'd like to go with you to Belmont"
   "Whatever for?" said Bassanio in surprise.
   "I just want to go with you," Gratiano insisted
   "OK" said Bassanio in surprise
   "Thank you" Gratiano said

   (5 marks)
3 List SIX (6) ways of categorizing the functions of speech. (6 marks)

4 Provide FOUR (4) features of a creole. (4 marks)

5 Why is Standard English considered to be more accommodating than Received Pronunciation? (5 marks)

6 (a) Describe briefly the concept of code-switching. (4 marks)

   (b) Give TWO (2) reasons why people code-switch. Provide suitable examples. (6 marks)

7 State TWO (2) differences between regional variation and social variation. Provide suitable examples. (6 marks)

8 Explain briefly THREE (3) typical aspects of corpus planning. (6 marks)
9 Give **TWO (2)** reasons why women’s linguistic behaviour varies from men. Support your answer with examples.

(4 marks)

10 Many people in the world are bilingual or multilingual in languages with different structures. Explain briefly, **THREE (3)** implications of this phenomenon in the context of the Whorfian hypothesis.

(9 marks)
SECTION B (40 marks)

INSTRUCTIONS:
Answer BOTH questions.

1. Discuss the reasons for language change. Provide examples to support your answers.
   (20 marks)

2. Discuss ways in which we can use the domain approach to model the language choices in a certain community. Provide examples to support your answers.
   (20 marks)
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